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The Society is pleased to announce that Mr. F. Crean, MHR,
LABOR'S "SHADCW" TPKASURER. will launch the Society's recent
puDlication:
THE GREAT DEPRESSION IN AUSTRALIA

at a Reception in
on

Room 3, TRADES HALL, (Victoria St, Entrance)

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11th.

4-^30 p,m« to 6 p.m.

Refreshments will be served,

t^EMBSRS - FRIE^!DS — AND OTHERS

ARE WELCOME TO ATTEIO, Please talk about inis function whenever you
move among those interested in the Labor Movement,
is much talk today of another 1929 !!I

Remember 1

there

At our meet:.ng on August 31st it will be proposed that a panel
of THREE SPEAICEjRS be chosen to .discuss the book at a special
-discussion c^sning later in the year.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

Re "RECORDER" OUESTIONNAIRE,

The Committee wishes tb thank all members who have respondedj
and asks all those who have not done so to let us have their opinions,
NOT ONE MEMBER objected to the proposal that the "RECORDER" cost 10

cents per issue.

The Committee has (decided that this charge be ma.!!e,

starting with the FIRST ISSUE OF 1971,

Would Members please respond

accordingly.

Mr, R, J, Barke Hall, of 53 Samuel Road, Blackburn South,

3130, is working on i "CATHOLIC CHURCH IN VICTORIAj ATTITUDES TO
WAR AND CONSCRIPTION, 1914-18." He would like to hear from fellow
members who could offer suggestions, etc.

SUBS

NOW

DUE,

The Society's Annual Subscription of $3-00 is now due.
Please forward pajunents to

Tom Audley,

Tom also has available copies of
E, J, Hollcdvay,

25 cents.

9 Sharp St.,

Northcote, 3070,

VICTORY OVER CONSCRIPTION

by

4'' ■

'?

, iu) * k'

,, ,

SuppleTiant to

THE RECORDER.
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MR. A« TODD, former Member of the Legislative Council,

will speak on The TIMBER WORKERS' STRIKE OF 1929,
at the next meeting of the Society, at the INSURANCE
STAFFS FEDERATION CFFICE, 61 HARDWARE ST. CITY
MONDAY

AUGUST

31st,

at

on

8 p.m.

Mr. Todd, who for many years has held State and Federal Official
positions in the Timber Workers' Union, was one of the workers in the
timber industry directly involved in the 1929 strike.
MEMBERS ARE ASKED TO MAKE A SPECIAL EFFORT TO

ATTEND, AND BRING A FRIEND, TO HEAR THIS EXPERT
ANALYSIS OF THIS VERY SIGNIFICANT EVENT IN
AUSTRALIA'S INDUSTRIAL HISTORY.

The timber workers strike took place on the eve of the depression,
following the Timber Workers' Award handed down by Judge Lukin, on

January 23, 1929,

Of the award, Brian Fitzpatrick wrote on page 196

of "A Short History of the Australian Labor Movement":
"The Lukin Award reduced margins in some casesj

prohibited the Union from taking action against the introduction
of piece-work systems; doubled the proportion of youths who might
be employed from one youth to eight men, to one youth to four men.
It reduced wages up to 10%, although the Commonwealth Statistician
had announced an increase in the cost of living by 5*7% for that
January,

"It made great cuts in the wages of the youths

who, under the new ratio, might displace 2,000 men in the industry.
This savage Award, unique in that quality in Australian industrial
arbitration history, aroused fierce resentment,"
J, S. garden and E. R, VOIGT described it as "the longest

and, on both sides, the most intensively organised struggle in the
history of the Australian Trade Union Movement,"

THE AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF LABOR HISTORY,

J, Arrowsmith, Secretary.
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HISTORY

TRADE-UNION M.Ps IN THE BRITISH HOUSE OF COMMONS

By Mr.Dougjlas Houi^hton, Chairman of the Parliamentary Laboia? Party

(Re-produced by permlssi.on of the Author and 'The Parliament-!arian Journal of Commonwealth Parliamentary Association).
Front page news In the British press on 17th July 1968 was
the resignation of a trade-union MP from his union for reasons given
the headlines even In the London Times:

MP QUITS UNION
IN SPONSORSHIP
DISPUTE

'Bullying' accusation
over pay policy

Mr. Will Howie, labour MP for Luton, late last night

resigned from his union, and warned his union officials by letter
that they are risking a breach of parliamentary prlvelege by
coercing or bullying their sponsored MPs to oppose the Government's
prices and incomes policy.

Mr, G.H. Doughty, General Secretary of the Draughtsmen's and

Allied Technicians' Association (DATA), has written to his branch
secretaries informing them of the resolution adopted by the union
executive and urging them to act In accordance with It.

One paragraph of the resolution urges the executive committee
'to review the sponsorship of MPs who consistently support policies
which are in opposition to the interests of DATA members and
contrary to DATA'S policy, and further urges the executive committee
'to persuade other trade unions to adopt a similar point of view'.
The, Times.

'Sponsorship dispute'..,'sponsorship of MPs',..What Is
sponsorship? It is the relationship between a Member of Parliament
and the trade union to which he belongs, and which has furthered his

parliamentary candidature by active a.nd financial support.

Although

he will have been choseii (or 'selected') by the local constituency
party, almost certainly in competition with other aspirants, he will

have been put forward ('nominated') by his trade unlcn. If a 'trade-

t
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wiijon candMate' is adoptc". "by the constituency party as 'Prospecti.ve
parliamentary candidate' or, in the case of a by-election, as a
candidate for the immediate contest, his union will enter into a
financial agreement with the local party on the amount of money

to be provided for both election expenses and an annual grant to
local party funds.
Limit to financial aid.

The Labour Party limits the amount of financial aid which
may be given to the local party. In the case, of a borough constit
uency the limit is £350 a year or one-half of the salary of the
local agent, whichever is the greater; for a county constituency the
limit is £420 a year or 60 per cent of the agent's salary, whichever
is the greater. In addition a imion may contribute up to; 80 per
cent of its candidate's election expenses.

As party agents nov/ receive higher pay than at the time
these limits were fixed, the permitted maximum annual contribution
will invariably be at least £500 for a erough constituency and
£600 in a county.

The 80 p r cent contribution towards election expenses may
be between £750 in a borough and £950 in a county constituency. On
the money side of the matter, a sponsored candidate may bring
substa-ntial relief to financial burdens of local party organization

and election expenses, though, as Mr, Howie said in his resignation
r tter to his union, 'It is worth reminding you that a Member of

Parliament rep-ssents his constituency and not merely:a section of
it, whether that section sponsors him or not, Xou do not buy a .
Member of Parliament when you pay some of his constituency expenses',
¥e, shall come to that later.
Practice differs.

If elected to Parliament the 'sponsored' MP may receive a

modest supplement to his parliamentary salary or be provided with
secretarial assistance, or both. The practice of the unions differsin this regard, especially since Members' salaries were increased
to £3,250 in October 1964, Some unions now make no payment at all;
others give as little as £50 a year, I know of no union which pays
more than £250 a year to its sponsored MPs, but: this_is^a matter
entirely between the unions and 'their' MPs, No limit is imposed

by party rules. The National Union of Mineworkers(NUM) has 24, and
the. Tronsport and General Workers' Union (T.GWU) has 25, so the

financial and other conditions of sponsored MPs. may be decided by
the executive council, as a matter of policy or, possibly, by the
annual delegate conference of the union concerned.

In the Parliamentary Labour Party (PLP) there are. 130 trsideunion MPs from. 26 unions. The number of sponsored MPs (130 out of

348) is therefore less than 40 per cent of the total Labour Party
strength in the House of Commons, in this Pa.rliament; the number of
unions sponsoring these 130 MPs is barely one-sixth of the total
number of unions affiliated to the Trades Union Congress (TUC),

f
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(By no means all unions affiliated to the TUG are also affiliated
to the Labour Party),

unions with sponsored MPs are the IGWU (25),

the_NUM (24); the Amalgamated Union of Engineering and Poundry

Workera (17); o.nc. the General and Municipal Workers* Union (10),
Pive cabinet Ministers are 'sponsored* MPs (Pred Peart, lord
Prrvy Seal; Anthony Greenwood, Minister of Housing; Richard Marsh,
Transport; Roy Mason, Power; and Peter Shore, Economic Affairs).
Three Ministers not in the. Cabinet, and twelve Ministers of State

and Parlxamentaries are on the list too. So is the Government Chief
Whip, who, tliough a lawyer, is backed by his union, the TGWU, In
fact, the TGWU and the General and Municipal Workers' Union cast
their membership net so wide that a number of trade-union MPs could

scarcely be said to have sprung from the grassroots of the party.
Curiously enough there are- only two women, and both are from
the TGWU,

The start of a sponsorship

This raises the question of how trade-union MPs come to be
sponsored' in the first instance. Union practice varies on this.

Some elect members to their 'Parliamentary Panel' (the group of
candidates .n offer, or 'the political market place') by vote, at the
union conference; others are chosen by the executive coimcil.

Qualifications for being put on the union panel vary too according

to the.- traditions, niles, or taste of the union. Some come fresh to
politics; others have political experience to commend them. It is
not unknown for a union member to get elected to Parliament first

and become sponsored afterwards. At least one union (the Engineers
and Eoundry Workers) run training courses for members on their panel,
whether they have been 'adopted' as prospective candidates by
constituency pa,rties or are still in the market.

The Labour Party National Agent has the names and pedigrees
of all sponsored persons on the union panels. Any constituency
party wi.'hing to study the form, or see where the money is, can do
so. Though to be. fair, constituency parties are less interested in.
union money thcin they used to be. They have fund-raising ventures
of their own, and some of them are very well off. Indeed, some
unions have complained thattheir nominees have been turned down

undeservedly at constituency selection conferences, and certainly
some traditional links between particular constituencies and
particular unions (for example, the NUM) have been broken in recent

years. Changes in the principal loca.1 industries have changed the
trade-union influence in some constituency parties, though in some
cases the appeal of jvung 'intellectual' may succeed over a more
mature, probably wiser, but less sparkling trade-union nominee.
Moreover, fewer constituencies are in need of money.

Nevertheless, the number of sponsored MPs is larger today
than in any previous Parliament.

There were 120 in 1945 when

Isbour's strength in the House was 393, as against 348 today. The
number of unions having sponsored MPs is 26 today as compared with
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1-6 in L945. The principal union used to ha the NUM, with more than
40 sponsored MPs in the 1922', 1923, and 1924 Parliaments, 31 in
1959, and 24 today.
The sponsored MP

Now we had "better look at the position of a sponsored
candidate on his election to the House of Commons,

He will automatically "be entitled to join the Trade-Union

Group of the PLP, This group consists only of MPs sponsored by
unions affiliated to the TUG and the labour Party. Therefore, a
Member of Parliament sponsored by the National Union of Teachers

(NUT), which is not affiliated to either body, will not be eligible,
(The NUT has sponsored or assisted candidates since 1895, but as
it is a non-political union the political 'balance' within its
sponsorship has been strictly maintained).

The Trade-Union Group occupies a historic and special
position within the framework of the PLP which is not enthusiastic
ally accepted by all non-sponsored MPs, But as there has been a
Trade-Union Group in the House of Commons since the formation of the

Labour Representation Commh-tee in 1900 to promote a distinct
labour group in Parliament representing trade imions and socialist

societies, it can claim to have existed before the Labour Party
itself was born.

The original Trade-Union Group formed in 1900 had its own

Chairman, Whips, and other apparatus of a. parliamentary 'party'.
consisted of two elements, MPs fina,nccd from union funds (mostly

It

mineworkers) and a number of labour men, financed and supported by
local liberal parties and known as Lib-Labs,

kept the Trade-Union Group apart.

This to some extent

When the PLP was formed after the.

1906 general election, not all trade—union MPs belonged to it,
which again kept the group together as a separate imit of activity
in the House,

Not until 1918, by which time all trade-union MPs

were, members of the Labour Party, was the group fully integrated
within the machinery and activities of the PLP,

But it still

survived with an identity and function(and funds) of i.ts own.
This relationship, which puts the Trade-Union Group of the
PLP in a distinctive position of prestige and influence within the
party machine, is not free from difficulty, Por example, the group
meetings are 'for members only' except when the group decides other
wise, The danger of the group becoming 'a party within a party'
is one to guard against. An attempt was made in 1959 to clarify the
functions of the group and to get them agreed by the. PLP,
Party-group compact

This was done by a compact between the group and the party
which laid down the guidelines for 'future activities'.
agreed that:

It was

(a) the group should not attempt 'to mandate its members
in any way or for any occasion', (This was a disav-'—1 of any
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inlicmtioii to make collective group opinion or action on
matters of Labour Party policy in the House mandatory upon
its Members);

(b) while the group should 'discuss toptcal issues as they arise
from time to time' no vote should be taken on any matter

'likely to be the subject of conteiaporary discussion by a
meeting of the Parliamentary labour Party, except where, a.
trade-union matter is under discussion';

(c) 'any legislation or St ..tut: ry Or .v ra l:"'c^lv t' touch tradeunion interests or matters of labour relations' should be

remitted by the party to the group for consideration; whenever
this was done the group meeting should be an 'open
meting' to
allow other Members of the parliamentary party 'not eligible
for membership of the group' to be present;

(d)

on matters relevant to the functions of the group it should
'when appropriate try to initiate debates in consultation with
the Chief Whip on Motions to be tabled in the names of group
Members';

(e) the officers of the group should be authoised froi

ime to

time to issue press notices except that when 'anything arising

from the implementation of (c) above (i.e. when the group is
acting as a specialist group of the party) no press notice
should be issued'; when in doubt the officers of the group
would consult the Chief Whip a.bout the issue of press notices.

For the purpose of reasonable clarity, I have given above

my own presentation of. two documents, first, the statement of 'Futxire
Activities' by the group itself and, second, the 'Interpretation'
agreed upon between the then 'shadow cabinet' and the group officers.
Feeling of separateness

Notwithstanding the shortcomings in the drafting of this

pact, it has worked reasonably well in practice. The tradition of
'closed' meetings (i,e, for members only) except on particular
occasions conveys some feeling of separateness among those excluded.
Those excluded may be MPs whose record as trade unionists is as good
as most members of the group and a great deal better than some, The

group is for sponsored trade-union MPs only. I myself was excluded
from the group even though I was in the House of Commons, was General
Secretary of a national trade union affiliated to the TUG, and was
alsa a member of the General Council of that body all at the same

time. But I was not a sponsored MP, and that decided it.
Again, Mr. Howie, whose action in resigning from his union
attracted such notice, was not a sponsored MP and could not attend
the Trade—Union Group meetings, Mr, Howie's union has, however, two

sponsored MPs in the House, neither of whom^ has followed his example,
hat has to be avoided is the friction which may arise

between the Trade-Union Group and the rest of the PLP if the group

should appear to be usurping the authority of the_full party meeting,
to be. discussing behind closed doors matters of vital concern to the

party as a whole, or to be prejudging the opinion of the party
meeting. Nothing is more strongly resented in the PLP than groupings
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of any sort wlilch tend to 130001110 'a party within a party'.
Tact and common sense

In practice the Chairman of the Trade-Union Group and the
chairman of the PLP keep in close touch to avoid any of these
undesirable happenings. By mutual tact and common sense this can
be done., though the continued survival of this form of organization
of trade-union MPs within the PLP, which gives it a distinctive and

privileged role in the machinery of the party, is not without its
critics.

The existence and activities of the group, though providing
ia foirura for the discussion of matters of particular or special
interest to trade unions (e.g. Donovan Report on trade unions; the

prices and incomes policy of the Labour Government), do not override,
or. replace the obligations or relations'-ip of an individual sponsored
MP to his union.

Involved in this relationship also is the respon

sibility of a Member of Parliament towards his constituency party,
towards PLP (or Government), and towards the institution of
Parliament itself.

And here lies the delicate but ever-present

question of 'privilege'. It was parliamentary privilege that Mr,
Howie raised in his letter of resignation.

Although Mr, Howie was

not himself a sponsored trade-union MP, and could not therefore
regard himself as under any direct obligation to act in Parliament

in line with his union's policy on prices and incomes, he was fi^ly
entitled to question the proprietary or judgement of his own union's
conduct.

This is v;hat he did with full publicity for his protest.

The Commons' atti.tude

The House of Conmions, by adopting reports of its Select
Committee on Privilege on alleged incidents of this kind in the past,
has put its view in no doubt.

On 15th July 1947, the Commons stated its attitude to such
pressures in a resolution declaring:
It is inconsistent with the dignity of the House, with the

duty of a Member to his constituents, and with the maintenance
" of the privilege of freedom of speech for an^. Member of this
House to enter into any contractual agreement wi.th an outside

body, controlling or limiting the Member's complete independence

and freedom of action in Parliament, or_stipulating that he
shall act in any way as the representative of such outside body
in regard to any matters to be transacted in Parliament, the
duty of a Member being to his constituents and to the country
as a whole, rather than to any pa,rticular section thereof.
This alone would be a deterrent to most unions which might

be moved to put pressure on their sponsored MPs, though Mr,
Howie's union, the Draughtsmen's and Allied Technicians'
Association (DATA), may have overlooked this when calling upon
its branches 'to review the sponsorship of MPs who consistently

support policies which are contrary to the interests of DATA
members and contrary to DATA policy',

A
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Ilie TGWU carried a resolution in July 196? declaring in

eifect that its 25 sponsored labour MPs risked losing union financial
support if they did not hack union policy on the prices and incomes
legislation. No MP, however, complained of this resolution as
being a breach of parliamentary privilege,

Mr. John lee, a labour lawyer MP, in a letter published
in 'The Times' following Mr, Howie's protest, observed: 'Iwonder

how many MPs who support the Government's incomes policy, but who^
are nevertheless sponsored by unions opposed to it, pause to consider
the propriety of their continuing to accept trade-union money,'
Mr, Howie, he continued, had recognized the dilemma and, being
unable to support his imion, had resigned from it, 'an action',
J'lr, lee said, 'for which he deserves respect'. But Mr, lee asked
should not others, similarly placed, consider their own position?
Then he posed the fiindamental issue:
It will be argued that trade-union MPs, lika all other

Members, are not mandated delegates; but is there not some, limit to
this doctrine? Because, a sponsored Member of Parliament is not a
delegate, does this really entitle him to support policies that are
diametrically opposed to his sponsoring interest? Indeed, if he
does persevere with such a course of conduct, is not the sponsor
entitled to take some kind of retaliatory action; in the first

place, by withholding financial assistance, and there-after in ^treme
cases (such as where a Member not only supports anti-union policies

but also disciplinary action against those colleagues who do not),
by action to secure selection of a new candidate for the next
Parliament?

Pressed too far, this doctrine would lead either to holding
a Labour Government to ransom, or to a demand for discontinuance of

the system of sponsorship. In my opinion it would be the latter:
it would have to be; for the sake of parliamentary governments in
Britain,
Seif-resolution

Some sponsored trade-union MPs have resolved the dilemma
for themselves. Without being under any union pressure, they have

refused to support, and have even moved substantially to amend, the
Government's prices and incomes legislation. For this they have
incurred disciplinary penalties inside the PLP, Had this step been
taken by overt trade-union direction or threat (which it most
certainly was not) it would have raised some grave issues indeed.
Party discipline, while being xuiderstanding of the difficulty
of Members who have 'deeply held personal convictions' upon

particular matters, could deal severely with any who put a Labour

Government in peril, or who failed to support o. vote of confidence
in the House,

The ultimate sanction rests with the power of

expulsion from the PLP, or in cases of particularly serious
defection, from the party itself.

System of sponsorship accepted

Within this tolerant party framework parliamentary life goes
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*

on. Some panty managers dislike too many rules and codes of discip
line; they prefer to 'play it hy ear'. Others would tighten up
considerahly and crack the whip more sharply. But the problem of
dissent with the PIP is not solely, or even mainly, from trade-union
MPs, Most unions carefully refrain from any contact with their
sponsored MPs which might be regarded as bringing influences to bear.
On that firmly established basis the system of sponsoring Is accepted
and even welcomed as boding no evil, or even serious embarrassment.

We have come far from the days of the Labour Representation
Committee of 1900, Today unions are strong and Irve at hand the
whole machinery of collective agreements, wages councils, arbitration

procedurer, and ready access to employers and Ministers, In the
event of deadlock, strikes or threat of strikes, the Ministry of
Employment and Productivity has growing resources available for inter

vention and conciliation or the setting-up of courts of Inquiry,
Industrial relations are rapidly moving into a new dimension. The
nineteenth-century idea of a spokesman of the union being needed In
the House of Commons Is much less relevant today. On the wh'J.e,
unions trend to discourage their sponsored MPs from parliamentary
action on specific union matters unless requested to do so.
The Trade-Union Group and individual Mis are no longer an
integral part of the activities of the unions themselves. They have
other avenues of action open to them. The IVattles of individual
unions are rarely fought on the floor of the House. The role of the
sponsored MP is indistinguishable from that of the rest of the Members
of the PLP,

The Labour Party is historically and fundamentally a party
of the workers 'by hand and brain', of the mass of the people. Trade
unions play an essential part in its political and economic strategy.
The trade unions and the Labour Pa,rty sprang from the same grassroots.
Their common objects and unity of purposew?ul" keep them together as
friends and allies even if no money ever passed between them,
TRADE UNIONS WITH 'SPONSORED' LABOUR
MEMBERS OP PARLIAMENT
Number of MPs

Amalgamated Union of Building Trade Workers
Constructional Engineering Union
National Union of Agricultural Workers

1.
1
1

Clerical and Administrative Workers' Union
Electrical Trades Union

4
1

Amalgamated Union of Engineering and Foundry Workers
National Union of Fiirniture Trade Operatives
National Union of General and Municipal Workers
British Iron and Steel, and Kindred Trad.es Association
The Musicians' Union

Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers, and Firemen
National Union of Mineworkers ,

17
1
10
2
1

1
24

Union of Post Office Workers

4

National Union of Public Employees
Fire Brigades Union

5
1

National Union of Rallwaymen

-h? r •
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nrdion of Shop, Distributive and Allied Workers

Number of MPs

7

Association of Supervisory staffs, Executives and Technlci- ^
Unitad Textile Factory Workers' Association

Transport ^nd General Workers' Union

Transport_Salaried Staffs' Association

1

2:5

5

Typographical Association (National Graphical Association) Z
National Union of Vehicle Builders

1

Drai^htsmen's and Allied Technicians' Association
National Union of Blastfurnaceraen, Ore Miners, Coke

2.

Workers and Kindred Trades
Amalgamated Society of Woodworkers

1
1

INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE WORLD (The I.W.W.)

Daniel De Leon (died 1914) Eugene Debs and Vincent St,John
were strong advocates of the Political I.W.W. in the U.S.A.

The

former was the author of several pamphlets which circulated in
Australia,

'What means this Strike', 'Burning Question of Trade Unions',
'Marx V Malloch', 'Socialist Reconstruction of Society', 'Fifteen
Questions', 'Two pages from^ Roman History', 'Preamble of the I.W.W.'
and was a translator of Marx & Kautsky.
No delegate from Australia was present at the first I.W.W.

Convention (27/6/190'^ - 7/7/1905) but a letter from Albert Hincliffe,
Secretary of the nuGtrall8.n Labor Federation Is recorded in the
minutes,

'The People' (3/11/1906) reported Phil Halfpenny speaking on
the 'Objects of the I.W.W. - Industrial Unionism, The futility
of Craft Unions and Wages Boards and Arbitration Courts - and the
Class Struggle'.

The Social Democratic Party of Victoria expired in 1905;

many members including W. Roth (the last Secretary) and Phil Halfpenny
joined the Australian Socialist League whilst others joined the
Victorian Socialist Party,

The Annual Conference of the Australian Socialist League on

28/3/1907 at which the Central (Sydney) Waterloo, West Wallsend and
Melbourne Branches were represented, the latter by J.F, Solano and
Halfpenny, had before it a report by the Executive (Gen,Sec, J.O.

Moroney) outlining the founding of the I.W.W. at Chicago. The '
Conference decided to establish Clubs of this kind and also changed
its own name from A.S.L. to the Socialist Labor Party of Australia,
Moroney and Thos. Batho reported in August to the Sydney

Branch a Ha.rry Scott Bennett (former Victorian MLA 1904-7) speaking
on the subject declared the I.W.W. principles were agitating the
workers of Sydney and Newcastle where Peter Bowling and others were
active. Nevertheless the Sydney T.&L.C. declined to hear him on
the subject,

A sub-committee of the S.L.P., appointed at the March
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CorLference "brought down an I.W.W, Manifesto "but adoption was
delayed to reconsider one paragraph,

I

However on 22/10/1907 the I.W.W, Club w s launched in the

I Marx Hall, 330 Gastlereagh Street, Sydney.

J.B. King was credited

j by M.P. Consldine as being the foxmder.' King had been well known
in Western Canada and later participated in the formation of the

^

Sydney I.W.W, Local (Actionists) and in the founding of the N.S.W.

I Communist Party in the 1920's, stayed in the Soviet Union for a
period and was said to be the Soviet wool-buyer in Australia,

At the launching, H, Oastler became the. pro—tem Secretary
and the objects etc, were more specifically outlined in 'The People'
of 19/10/1907, 3 days ahead. Clubs were also established at West
Wallsend, Cessnock, Lithgow and Melbourne,

The Socialist Federation of Australia (S,F,A,)'and the
S.l.P, both supported the 1905 Preamble with the Political clause
in the early period," The S,F,A. became the Australian Socialist

Party (A.S.P,) in 1912 and members of the S.l.F, and A.S.P, later
had their members divided on the efficiency of political action.
A contemporary said 'the Sydney I.W.W, grew out of the

International Socialist Group and fell away in numbers at the out
break of war in 1914 as the German members left',

Betty Mathias was the first I.W.W, woman member in Sydney
•and"later the President of the Womens Peace Army,
Lena lynch, born 1873 in India, arrived in Australia in

1886, died 23/9/1943, became an early member of the N.S.Wl P.l.L,

/

■

and later Presided a-fc an A.L.P, Federal Women's Conference, was a
member of the International Socialist Group and became involved in
■three free, speech fights, she. also became a member of the I.W.W,-

In the meantime, in Melbourne, A,G, Roth "two days a.fter the
A.S.L.-S,1,P, 1907 Easter Conference, had advocated at Br^unswick,
the founding of an I.W.W, Club,

A week later the 'Socialist' (27/4/1907) said the I.W.W, was
an economic organisation founded upon revolutionary lines and making

slow but sure, progress in the U.S.A.

On 10/7/1907 the V.S.P,

endorsed the I.W.W, Preamble; with the Political Clause and on

24/8/1907 'The People' said Mark Fienberg, H.G, Cook, Phil Halfpenny,

<r.F. S"olan'o and A.G. Roth were working for a Club and publijShed an
article *n the I.W.W.

.

"

The 'Socialist' (6/2/1908) announced the great event had
taken pla,ce a few days previously at which Montaigne O'Dowd (son of

Bernard O'Dowd) had been appointed Secretary.

The Club first met

at 177 Russell Street and later transferred to the Oddfellows

Lodge Room,

Apparently the S.L.P". had taken the initiative but M.Fienberg,
M, O'Dowd & A.G. Ro"lih may be deemed the actual founders, a prelimin

ary meeting had been held in 'January 1908.
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Monty left Victoria for W.A, in December 1908 and. later

became Editor of 'Downward' (the title, obviously being " orrowed
from G'Dovd's Snr, work of that name) the first issue appearc.".

1/7/1912 which had the mottoes 'Hope of tiie Westrallan Social
Democracy' and 'Socialism- in our Time'. Monty also acted as
librarian to the ¥.A. Social Democratic Party a.nd collaborator with
Joe Swebless in this end the W.A, Clerks Journal, Don Cameron, then
Secretary of the Ereemantle S.D.P, contributed an article on.
'Arbitration'. Monty died in Perth about 1962,

Mark Flenberg born 10/9/1883 in Jerusalem, first attracted
by Tom Mann at a lecture in the Tra.des Hall in April 1903, was a
-member of the Social Democratic Party of Victoria, the A.S.D, tbe
S,L,
I,W,¥,, ¥,I.I,U and A.L.P. probably the only one still alive
of the former two, Mark is still a regular attender at meetings of
the Society of Labour History, Melbourne Group,

Arthur George Rcth (sen of ¥. Roth also a radical) a former
f pupil and Minister of the Baptist Church., who was active In the

V ^ \ anti-conscription campaigns, a V,S,P, member, who died on 18/4/1919,
] within a few days of Prank Hyett. He was teasing a cockatoo reared! among wharfles and seamen when the bird errupted with a choice

0 '• expression reflecting on Roth's parentage. He was extremely upset
and protested to the owners, his own parents, about keeping such a
bird•

¥. Suter, a steady and reliable character gave In May 1908,
an address on 'The Principles of Industrial Unionism' the discussion
on which ran forthree nights,
. Two Trade Union leaders had become members of the Club,

The inimitable Monty Miller, (see 'Recorder' No,34 & 39 for

biography) addressed a public meeting in Adelaide for 1^ hours
during 1917 when 84 years of age and enjoyed a term of Imprisonment
under ¥,M, Hughes '¥ar Precautions Act'.

Also the author of 'labor's-

Road to Freedom',

Monty became the first chairman (Presidents were, taboo) of
the Melbourne !,¥,¥, and was the darling of the ladles of the Club,
Many original I,¥.¥, members were called 'V,S,P, Renega,des'
having left the. V,S,P, to join the Club. Halfpenny and ethers
migrated from the S,D,P,, S.l.P, and T,H.C.

The 'Socialist' (20/3/1908) printed the declaration signed
by members '¥e the undersigned are convinced that the principles of
Industrial Unionism as contained in the Preamble of the !,¥.¥, are

the correct principles upon which Industrial Unionism should be
based,'

No special mention was made re the political cla.use but a
week later the question 'Must the I.¥,¥, take political action'
was debated. All members agreed to this but on the question 'At

what stage will political action be required' all agreed again it
would not be immediately necessary, possibly not until the final
step in the transformation of society.

%
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Later the issues were again discussed and the peppery Miller
stoimied out of the meeting because he objected as an anarchist who

did not. believe in political action, to the Club continuing along
that- path, Phil Halfpenny remarked 'Let him go he wants to go'.
Monty left in 191.0 for W.A. via Adelaide where he addressed

meetings and eventually linked with the I.W.W. Direct Actionists,

Mark Pienberg summed up (in 1952) his recollections of the
aims of the I.W.W. as he remembered theia,

'To establish unity among workers on each job, in each
industry and as a class, one union and a union of industrial unions.
One Big Union embracing all industry and occupations, it was to be
a forerunner for political unity, its object was an Industrial
Democracy or Socialism..

To achieve this it declared for political and industrial

action, Polit - action was understood to mean capture of government
wherever polit - democracy existed by the re-cognized legal method
of ele.cti.ons and the ballot. Industrial action, the General Strike,
to back up if need be a political victory, should the ruling
capital - class attempt a counter, the abolition of the. polit democracy and the establishment of a dictatorship'.
The T.H.C. had in th, i.eantime rejected the One Big Indust
rial Union concept but convened a conference to discuss a joint
fighting fund. However a report to the T.H.C. by a sub-committee
said 'To cope with this mighty industrial octopus, unionism must
come closer together, weld its force and become militant, in the

interest of the whole industrial movement, they are our enemies
who preach peace. There is a class war clear cut and must eventuate

sooner or later, the sooner the better' (Socialist 20/3/1908),
Much more could be said on the course of the O.B.U, the
federation of State Union Branches and the development of a major
Australian wide Union machine via Trade Union Congresses and the

formation of the A.C.T.U.

However that is not for this story.

E.J. Price a member of the I.S.C. of Sydney and of the

I.W.W. Clubs there and in Melbourne gave a stirring address. Later,
E.J. Price followed Luke Jones as Secretary of the W.A. S.D.P.
The Club disowned Walter Mizon as a member during his
quarrel with the 'Reigning Gang in the V.S.P.' He printed 11 issues
of a 'Supplementary Socialist' in presenting his case and launched

many chhrges of personal misconduct during the combat.
To be continued
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